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MEETINGS - SECOND

SOME WEBSITES
The 10 Best Wireless Routers
of 2019. A tough technical
subject, but this article should
help. bit.ly/30Op3v4.
What You Need to Know
About 5G in 2020. It’s coming,
but slowly - and there are 2
varieties. nyti.ms/2uwrgyW.

SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

FOCUS - SOFTWARE & iPHONE

SELF-DRIVING CARS

Our main speaker will be me (Mark Bazrod). The topic will be self-driving cars.
The presentation will answer a number of questions, such as - Why do we need
self driving cars? What is a self driving car? What are the levels of self driving
cars? What is their history? Who's working on self-driving cars? What about
Tesla cars? What progress are auto makers making? How and where are self
driving cars being tested? What accidents have they been involved in? What are
How to free up iCloud storage the technological obstacles to their widespread use? What are the other
space. This article gives you obstacles? What are their advantages and disadvantages? And what are the
tips to try to stay within the free ethical issues?
5GB given by Apple. However,
Mark is currently MLMUG Secretary and has been Newsletter Editor since 2004. He also has been
going to 50GB costs only $1
President and Treasurer and a Board member. He has many times been a presenter to both
per month. bit.ly/2GnaNA0.
MLMUG and Macs@PACS, and has written more than 175 monthly columns for our Newsletter.
B e s t a n t i v i r u s f o r M a c : Mark bought his first Apple computer in 1978 and currently uses a 2014 27" iMac as his main
P r o t e c t y o u r s e l f f r o m computer (bought from McMobile so he could move to Mojave and now Catalina), but finds he
malicious software. No matter uses his iPad almost as often. He has been involved in leasing computers since 1968 and has
how you feel about the need for been active in the leasing industry associations. His company was one of the first to lease
Mac antivirus software, it’s computer software back in 1992. He is sort of retired, but is busier than ever.
worth reading Glenn
Fleishman’s article. bit.ly/
FEBRUARY LOCATION
2rN91ob.
WE WILL MEET AT LUDINGTON LIBRARY IN BRYN MAWR. IT’S AT THE CORNER OF
LANCASTER AND BRYN MAWR AVENUES, NEAR THE BRYN MAWR TRAIN STATION.
GO TO MLMUG.ORG FOR MAPS.
How to Use Your iPhone as a
Pedometer. No need to buy an
expensive fitness tracker when
the iPhone tracks your steps for
free. bit.ly/36lrhDn.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $30 for individuals and $40 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
•

Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.

• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
•

Useful free items at the monthly Raffles.

• Discounts. Vendors offer special prices to User
Group members.
•

Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.

•

MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.

•

Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:15: Q&A Panel - 3 or 4 expert
members will answer your questions
about anything relating to your Mac,
iPad, iPhone, iWatch, and any
attached peripherals.
Questions can relate to the most basic
items, equipment issues, Apple’s
operating systems, and all
applications, including applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
Answers are amazingly helpful and
often in depth, exploring the subject
beyond the question.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Groups.io. Compose
your letter and email it to
MLMUG@groups.io and your
message will be sent to everyone
on the mailing list. Contact Bob
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you
are a member and you are not on
the list.
Please observe good email
etiquette. If your message is
humor or not Apple-related (offtopic), please include "Humor" or
"OT" in the subject line. The
Groups.io Terms of Service are at
groups.io/static/tos. Look for the
section on "Conditions of Use"
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple-related items for sale,
but any solicitation of members
through the list is forbidden
without the written consent of a
MLMUG officer. Violation of the
Groups.io terms of service or
good email etiquette may result
in removal from the list.

4

New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole
month to get answers to your basic
Mac questions! Get together with
other members on the fourth
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup
Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they
can learn much more from face-toface meetings than they do from
manuals or other sources. That’s
what this meeting is all about. Go
to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html for
details.
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Bookmarks
By Mark Bazrod

Cell Phone Reception
Your Cell Phone Problem
You know how it is when your cell phone reception sucks. You
have the latest iPhone or Samsung model. You have subscribed
to a top cellular service provider. And yet, the problems are many
– dropped calls, missed calls, poor voice quality, poor
connectivity, slow and unreliable internet, text messages and
emails that don’t go through. So what do you do?

SureCall Fusion4Home Cell Phone Signal Booster -$298
2. Somewhat useful fixes.

What's Causing Your Poor Signal?

Identify the closest cell tower to you. The closeness and
position of the tower is the primary reason for reception
problems. There are many websites that detect the
nearest cell tower for your cell service provider. Try
Antenna Search, RootMetrics, Cell Reception and Open
Signal. Changing providers is the probably the best
solution to reception problems - I think.

Cell phone signals are radio waves that span great distances,
but can be interrupted by almost anything:
Cell tower distance.
Outside interference: Trees, hills, mountains, valleys, and
tall structures like buildings and urban crowding.
Building material: Metal, glass, concrete, brick, radiant
barrier, and other conductive material (electrical or
magnetic).

Remove objects between you and cell towers. You can’t
change building construction, trees & hills so there’s not
much you can do other than go to a window or go
outside.and that’s terrible.

Internal building obstructions: Thick walls, other electrical
devices, clutter, etc.

Avoid very low phone battery status. Maybe useful, but I
doubt it.

Even weather.
Ways To Boost Your Cell Phone Signal

Use Wi-Fi Calling. Most cell carriers offer Wi-Fi Calling
which allows you to use your the Internet to make phone
calls.

1. Get a booster/extender.

5
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AT&T and Verizon offer this feature only to iPhone, LG and
Samsung Galaxy users. T-Mobile and Sprint allow Wi-Fi
Calling with most models. Look for "wifi calling" in
"settings" of your phone to turn it on or call manufacturer
to find out how to turn it on. vz.to/3arZofT.

Best Buy Cell Phone Signal Boosters, bit.ly/30yNkFk.
OR

Get A Booster/Extender

2. Call your cell provider and buy what they recommend.

The easiest and best way to improve your weak cell phone
signal is to buy a cell phone booster.

Verizon recommends the Samsung 4G LTE Network
Extender $250. I understand it works well.

They are made for homes and cars.

P.S. Try not to spend less than $200 nor more than $400.

They consist of an exterior antenna that picks up available
cell signal outside and sends it to an amplifier inside.

3. Change your cell phone service provider to one with towers
nearer to you. One problem is it’s hard to get that information
from most providers. the best bet may be to talk to your
neighbors.

The exterior antenna is just a wire or a small antenna. It often
works when placed near a window.

Conclusions

The amplifier amplifies the signal by up to 32 times and
broadcasts the much strengthened reception inside. This
provides the powerful signal for your cell phone. Attach the
amplifier by cable to your router, although I’m not sure why.

If you have cell phone reception problem in your home or
apartment, the only real solution is to buy a booster.
The easiest way to buy a booster is to call your cell provider.

It is a one-time purchase. There are no monthly fees.

Or consider changing your cell phone service provider.

So Which Booster To Buy?
You have two choices:

Some other solutions might work, but they seem to be for
intermittent problems or for less than probable use.

1. Do a lot of research

Good luck.

What is a Cell Phone Signal Booster and How to Choose
Guide, bit.ly/2sJirS4,
`
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7 AT&T Cell Phone Signal Boosters to Improve Cell Signal,
bit.ly/2tpoMTb,
The 8 Best Cell Phone Signal Boosters of 2020,
bit.ly/2TH7prw,
11 Best AT&T Signal Boosters 2020, bit.ly/379Kfhx,
Walmart Cell Phone Boosters, bit.ly/3apCxS9,
6
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utility,.which will clear up a number of files. Also run
Malwarebytes to find malware. Make sure too many browser
windows are not open. Memory size is also important.

.January 11, 2020 Meeting Minutes
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary

Tap Apple menu  > About This Mac, then tap Storage. This is
an overview of available storage space on your Mac, as well as
the space used by different categories of files. Tap the Manage
button to open the Storage Management window and tap
Optimize Storage and Optimize. This will move some seldom
used files from your hard drive to iCloud. You can also tap
Reduce Clutter to see what large files are no longer needed.
[Editor’s question - What are the files with names like
8c0ac18755fa….?]

Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at
about 9: 15 AM at the East Whiteland Fire Company. There were
about 25 attendees,
Q & A Panel - Bob Barton, Nick Iacono, Mike Inskeep, and
Adam Rice.
Q & A. A client had his phone number stolen by a person who
had the number transferred to a new phone so all phone calls
and texts didn’t go to the client but to the stealer. The transfer
was probably done over the phone with the mobile provider. It
took a month to get the transfer corrected. The stealer probably
got a lot of information about the client. In another case, a stealer
got $4.5 million in 15 minutes from a Bitcoin employee. TO
PREVENT SOMEONE STEALING YOUR PHONE NUMBER,
YOU MUST PUT A PIN NUMBER ON YOUR MOBILE PHONE
ACCOUNT. THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. Call the phone
service provider’s (e.g. Verizon, At&T, T-Mobile, Sprint) customer
service number or web site security tab to get a pin so the phone
number can not be stolen.

Editor - You might also try CleanMyMac X (http://bit.ly/2FLacYB)
and Gemini (http://bit.ly/2tWkjXC), both by MacPaw, to help
cleaning out old and unneeded files.
Q & A. My Macs are not syncing. Try restarting both Macs. Also
sign out of iCloud and then sign back in. This forces iCloud to
see what syncs. You might also turn off the router. Make sure
your cabling is snug. Finally, have Comcast come out.
Q & A. DOCSIS has been improved to DOCSIS 3 and 3.1. A
gateway is both a router and a modem. Go to the mobile
provider’s site to see if the gateway you are buying is a blessed
(approved) device.
For Comcast, go to: www.xfinity.com/
support/devices/.

Q & A. To show hard drives icons on the desktop, go to Finder
Preferences > General and click on the box to show hard drives.
To control right click and scroll, go to System Preferences Mouse
or Trackpad. For details of your Mac’s performance, get the iStat
Pro free widget, if available, or its replacement ($12), IStat
Menus.
Q. How much free space do you need in your hard drives?

Q & A. Speed tests. Try speakeasy.net. or speedtest.net. Choose
the nearest server. Comcast provides an asynchronous
connection where download is faster than upload. Verizon is
synchronous with the same up and down speed. This is good for
gamers.

A. Generally 10%. to 20% of total storage. It depends on what
you are doing - just emailing or video editing? Try ONYX, a free

The number of icons on the desktop no longer slows
performance. If your Mac appears slow, first search for malware.
7
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Run the free version of Malwarebytes (malwarebytes.com). Then
go to objective-see.com and tap Products > KnockKnock. It
looks like it will take a bit of time to learn. Install it, open it, and
click on Start Scan at the top. This will check what apps are
being loaded automatically and compare them to a Google listing
of bad stuff. You can either delete bad apps or apps no longer
being used. Check to see what apps load automatically when
you log in. Go toSystem Preferences > Users & Groups > Login
Items (on the top right). Click on an application in the list, then hit
[-] at the bottom to stop it from opening automatically.

FEBRUARY 2020

3d Consumer printers have experienced large price drops in
recent years. Bob showed a video in which the author showed 9
3D printers with prices between $160 and about $2,000. I think
the author thought the Creality CR-10S costing about $400 was
the best. There is a steep learning curve on high end modeling.
You need software models and slicer software to generate a file
to tell the 3D printer how to deposit material. You can copy a file
or build your own model to build a printer file. Thingiverse and
TinkerCad provide model files. Bob uses slicer software named
CURA. Promoambitions.com shows Tinkercad tutorials. Check
Wikipedia for extensive articles on 3D printing.

You might also turn off Spotlight and let it reindex. See bit.ly/
37VyvyQ.

You can buy filaments on line or even at Microcenter.

Main Presentation - Bob Barton on 3D Printing Or Additive
Manufacturing

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2020 MEETINGS

Machining is subtractive manufacturing. Some processes are
additive like welding, but cannot easily make enclosed space. 3D
printing starts with nothing and builds up, thus additive.

January 1`
February 8
March 14

Markets for 3D printing are construction, commercial, and
consumer. Material is often filaments plastic and metal-loaded
plastics for commercial, and consumer and concrete or blocks
for construction.

April 11
May 9

Construction. 3D can be used for building houses and buildings.
You can print a house in 24 hours! Bob showed several videos.
It’s amazing what is being done. Check his presentation file for
links to YouTube videos.

June 9
July
August
September 12
October 10
November 14
December 12

3D construction printing has not taken off because of vested
interests (building trades) building codes, small structures and
the outside is rough.
3D commercial printing use similar technology to 3D consumer
printing. It has been used for prototypes for 15-20 years. It is
now starting to be used for some production, primarily for parts.
8

Bob Barton - 3D Printing
Mark Bazrod - Self-Driving Cars
Todd Peters & Fran Rabuck - 2020
CES (Consumer Electronics Show)
Dave Comeau - TBA
Ira Cooperman - The U.S. Intel
Community & America's Security
Picnic
Recess - Summer
Recess - Summer
TBA
TBA
Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus - TBA
Pot Luck Brunch, Members’ Show &
Tell, & Election of Officers
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Michael Simon posted the following article to macworld.com on
December 26, 2019. bit.ly/2NNlxLU. © IDG Communications, Inc.
He has been a Contributing Writer at Macworld since 2014.
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By Michael Simon

Video formats are constantly changing, and you no doubt have
all sorts of movie files littering your Mac’s drive. But if they
haven’t been encoded in 64-bit or MPEG, the newest version of
QuickTime might not be able to play them. That’s where VLC
comes in. Open-source and omnipotent, the media player will
play, stream, or convert just about any video format you can
throw at it, while sporting a clean, minimal interface that strips
away unnecessary controls and puts the focus on the content.
It’s so good, you might forget it didn’t cost you anything

Powerful Mac apps that won't break the bank

Unarchiver

30 Every Mac User Should Have
From useful utilities to handy archivers and transcoders, here are
30 free yet powerful macOS apps you can download today.

There’s something of a misconception when it comes to the Mac.
While powerful tools like Photoshop or Final Cut Pro certainly
have price tags commensurate with their robust feature sets,
many of the greatest Mac apps won’t cost you anything more
than the time they take to download them.
A quick note before we begin. Apple has changed its security
settings in macOS, so you’ll need to allow your system to open a
couple of these apps. A dialogue box may pop up telling you a
certain app "is an application downloaded from the Internet. Are
you sure you want to open it?" Click Open to proceed with the
installation.

VLC media player
Zips and Rars might not be as prevalent as they were when the
Mac operating system was named after big cats, but if you still
have expanding and extracting needs, The
Unarchiver's immediate and inconspicuous processing will help
you quickly get at the files hidden inside. With dozens of
supported formats and drop-dead simple one-click operation,
the app will dutifully extract and expand all sorts of extensions, in
numerous languages and virtually any compression method.

iBooks Author
Independent publishing has never been so accessible. What
used to require months of training and an expensive suite of
9
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unique system of shortcuts and keystrokes, letting you launch
apps, find files, solve calculations, and control your Mac with
swift precision. As customizable as it is powerful, you might say
it puts a spotlight on macOS’s shortcomings.

Pocket

software can now be accomplished with a single free app. With
an array of templates and tools and a breathtakingly easy
interface, iBooks Author can get you from outline to upload in no
time. Its iWork-style workflow will help you build rich, interactive
ebooks that bring your ideas to life with diagrams, video and
3D objects, letting your words literally leap off the page.

Read-it-later pioneer Instapaper may have transformed the way
we absorb information, but Pocket’s Mac app is like your own
personal DVR for the web. It’s not just for things you read; its
advanced, versatile web clipper will save any photos, videos, and
articles that you find and store them inside its infinite queue until
you have time for them. And of course, everything will be
presented in a beautiful stripped-down view, all without the
ethical quandary of an ad blocker.

Alfred

Dropbox
One day iCloud Drive will be able to handle all of our file storage
needs, but until it arrives, Dropbox is an essential tool. But while
its website is fine for quickly uploading small files, the Mac app
turns the service from a simple digital locker into a seamless
storage syncing solution. Launch it once and your Dropbox
folder will integrate with the Finder, so adding a file is as easy as
saving it to your Documents folder. And the handy menubar
component keeps tabs on everything that’s been uploaded and
altered.

Mac veterans have been singing Alfred's praises for years, but
some of Apple’s newer users might not have heard about the
mighty app launcher. Free to all but the most serious
professionals, Alfred will supercharge your productivity with its
10
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games ready to be downloaded, but to get at them you’ll need a
way to unbundle the files. You can’t go wrong with uTorrent, one
of the most popular free clients on the Mac. Torrents will instantly
start downloading without hogging any of your system’s precious
resources, and an array of features give you full automation and
remote control over your files. (Mac OS 10.13 Catalina users will
need to use uTorrent's web interface instead as the app isn't 64bit.)

Simplenote
Don’t let Simplenote's name fool you—the only thing simple
about it is the decision to download it. No matter how or what
you write, Simplenote promises to fit neatly into your workflow,
with a syncing and organizational system that rivals the most
powerful note-takers around. The deceptively powerful app puts
a premium on speed and efficiency, offering a clean, lightweight
interface that lets you breeze in and out of your notes, organize
your thoughts, and quickly find things buried under a mountain of
text snippets.

Itsycal

Chrome

The debate over which is the better browser is one that won't be
settled anytime soon, but in the meantime, every Mac user
should have a copy of Chrome alongside Safari in their Dock.
Fast, smart, and endlessly customizable, Google's browser is an
excellent alternative to Apple's, with speedy surfing, smart
syncing, and Google Assistant-style voice searches. And with a
dedicated store filled with extensions and themes, finding ways
to enhance it is way easier than it is on Safari.

Having the date and time in our menu bar is super helpful, but if
you want a little more control over your appointments, Itsycal is
the clock replacement of choice for menu bar tweakers. As its
name suggests, Itsycal adds a tiny but enormously useful
calendar to your menu bar, complete with appointment dots and
a list of any upcoming meetings. You can also add an event
without needing to launch Calendar, but the best reason to
download Itsycal is how good it looks, whether you like things
light or dark.

uTorrent

Onyx
Mac maintenance might not be as vital to the day-to-day
operation of your Mac as it once was, but slow-downs still
happen. And when they do, Onyx will clear them up. A generalpurpose utility with more tools than a Swiss Army knife, Onyx

Torrent files get a bad rap (or not, depending on your views about
stealing music and movies), but they’re not all about illegal
content. There is an array of perfectly legal albums, books, and
11
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specific Wi-Fi networks and keeping only certain drives awake).
But you'll probably still need a cup of coffee.

HandBrake

packages maintenance scripts, cache cleaning, and permissions
repairers to keep your Mac in tip-top shape. Its simple interface
makes it quick and painless to run all kinds of cleaning solutions,
but its best feature might be the individual optimized versions
Titanium Software offers, going all the way back to Jaguar.

The art of ripping DVDs might be lost on today’s optical drivechallenged Macs, but that doesn’t mean you don’t need a good
video converter on your Mac. Open-source, multi-platform, and
free for life, HandBrake excels at turning DVDs into digital files,
but it’s not just for physical media; the app can convert video
from just about any source into something your Mac, iPhone, or
Apple TV can read, distilling complicated processes into a single
button. And you’ll also get the best Dock icon of all time.

Amphetamine
Mac veterans will forever be
devoted to Caffeine, but since
it hasn’t been updated since
Snow Leopard, retina and
dark mode lovers will get the
same results using
Amphetamine to keep their
Mac awake. Featuring a
s i m i l a r m e n u b a r- b a s e d
interface, the app lets you
temporarily override your
Mac’s sleep schedule (even
when the lid is closed) and
even adds a few features that
Caffeine never had (like activating only when connected to

BBEdit
Professional software developers have been singing BBEdit’s
praises for years, but you don’t need to spend a bundle to get on
board. While TextWrangler is still available in the Mac App Store,
it’s no longer supported by BareBones and it won't work on
version of the macOS after 10.12.6. But you can get all of the
features and more in the free version of BBEdit. Even without
spending anything, BBEdit is a full-featured editor in its own
right, sporting powerful features such as multiple clipboards,
automatic backups, live search and syntax-highlighting support
for more than 20 programming languages. But you don’t have to
12
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be a Swift coder to appreciate it—anyone who writes and edits
large chunks of text on their Mac should grab a copy.
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groups, change your status, drag and drop files, and, of course,
communicate with your team members. A lightning-fast search
gives you instant access to buried messages, and granular
notifications will keep you apprised of only the most important
correspondences. It's so good, you might not want to turn it off
at the end of the work day.

Pages/Numbers/Keynote

Simple Recorder
Sometimes, you just need a quick way to
record audio on your Mac, and
QuickTime doesn’t exactly live up to its
name. That’s where Simple Recorder
comes in. Once you install it, a record
button is never more than a click away,
sitting in your menu bar until called upon.
free version is pretty light on the features,
you can change the sample rate, switch
between mono and stereo, adjust the
volume, and save your recording right
the menu bar. An in-app purchase will
unlock a few extra features like mp3
recording and keyboard shortcuts, but
free version will be more than capable for
users.

Apple’s productivity suite has been a benefit to new Mac buyers
for years, but now everyone can get them. Previously available
for $20 apiece, Apple quietly made them all free earlier this year,
and you won’t find a better set of tools without opening your
wallet. With professional features, powerful collaboration, and
tremendous cross-platform versatility, Apple’s office suite of
Pages, Numbers, and Keynote can stand shoulder-to-shoulder
with apps sporting much higher price tags. Things like Touch ID
protection and real-time tracking belie its free status, and of
course, there are iOS companion apps that are also free so you
can work wherever you are. And don’t worry if you have a
mountain of Word, Excel, or PowerPoint files—it’ll work with
those, too.

Duplicate File Finder

Slack
Slack has quickly become the first name in business
collaboration and messaging since it launched in 2013, and its
free Mac app is the best way to keep in touch with your team.
Bringing everything you love about the web interface to your
Dock, the Slack desktop app lets you quickly switch between
13
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If you’ve been using your Mac for a while, there’s a good chance
you have accumulated duplicate files along the way. And some of
them could be eating up precious space on your drive. You could
run a full disk cleaner to find and root them out, but if you want to
quickly find double files and get on with your day, make space
for Duplicate File Finder in your Applications folder. Simply drag a
folder onto its window and within seconds you’ll have a full
report of the duplicates on your machine, letting you see what
they are and where they’re hiding, and letting you delete them in
a snap. Unless you opt for the $5 pro version, you’ll have to deal
with the occasional ad, but it’s an indispensable tool
nonetheless.
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Backup and Sync from Google
Even the most stalwart Mac fans have to admit that Google does
photos better than Apple. With unlimited storage, instant syncing
across virtually any device, and an amazing search engine,
Google Photos is everything we wish Apple Photos would be.
But you might not know that there’s a super easy way to get
photos from your Mac into your Google Photos library. Google
offers a small utility called Backup and Sync that will
automatically upload images stored on your Mac. The simple
menu bar app works with your Google Drive to continuously scan
for images in folders of your chosing to keep your photo library in
sync. And it’s so efficient, you won’t even know it’s working.

Spark

Polarr Photo Editor
While most photo storage apps offer a rudimentary set of editing
tools, serious Instagrammers are going to need a little more
creativity. Look no further than Polarr Photo Editor. Don’t be
fooled by “lite” in the title. The free version of Polarr offers the
same great interface as the $20 full version, with enough tools,
filters, brushes, and slides to turn your bland selfies into socialmedia worthy masterpieces. You’ll be able to add text, tweak
colors, remove spots, and apply masks like you can with
Photoshop, just without the subscription to Creative Cloud.

Apple’s default email client gets better with each macOS
revision, but if you’re looking for something different, Spark will
be a refreshing change of pace. Smart, stylish, and speedy,
Spark will help you get control over your inbox with powerful
filters that help you focus on the messages that need your
attention. It works with Gmail, iCloud, Outlook, and just about
any other email address, and its companion iOS apps will keep
all of them perfectly synced. With a deceptively powerful
interface and a slew of advanced features, Spark just might ignite
your passion for email again. Or at least make you not hate it as
much.

Audacity
Amateur Mac recording engineers have known about the power
of Audacity for years. A robust desktop client for recording and
editing multi-track projects, Audacity will let you edit and add
effects just like you would with Logic Pro X without needing to
spend hundreds of dollars on a bunch of features you won’t
need. Granted, the interface is quite a bit outdated, but you need
only spend a few minutes with it to see just how powerful it is. A
killer tool for podcasting, recording audio books, and creating
14
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Featuring a skeuomorphic design that looks like a modern clock
radio, the app will let you choose an alarm time and one of eight
pre-loaded sounds (including a rooster and a cow), or pick one of
your favorite songs to play when the time arrives. You can even
download a helper app that will put your Mac to sleep until the
alarm is ready to go off—because machines need some down
time too.
Shazam

video voiceovers, Audacity will turn your Mac into a multi-track
recording studio, and it won’t cost you a dime. (MacOS Catalina
users can check out oceanaudio instead, as Audacity isn't 64bit.)

GarageBand
If you want to make music on your Mac there’s no better place to
start than GarageBand. Loaded with loads of instruments,
sounds, loops, and beats, GarageBand will help you make killer
tracks whether they’re bound for a stage, screen, or just your
ringtone. And in true Apple fashion, its interface is drop-dead
simple, letting you record, scrub, and mix just by dragging and
dropping. You can use real instruments or virtual ones, and an
array of pre-recorded tracks and samples will let you compose a
great song even of you can’t hold a tune. And if you’re clueless
about where to begin, there are even a couple piano and guitar
lessons to get you started.

We all know how great the Shazam app is on our phones, but it
might be even better on the Mac. It does the same thing—
identify songs that it hears and direct you to where you can buy
them—but on the Mac it’s always listening for music. And as
soon as the Shazam app hears a song, it’ll identify it for you,
whether it’s played on your Mac or somewhere else in the room.
And now that Apple owns Shazam, It’s kind of like a peek at what
is almost certain to be a future macOS feature that you can play
with right now.

Wake Up Time
With no Clock app, setting an alarm on your Mac isn’t quite as
easy as it is on your iPhone. But with Wake Up Time, it is.
15
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will let you pick up right where you left off on any device. Except,
you know, from an actual book.

To MP3 Converter

Weather Dock

Even in the days of streaming everything, there are times when
you just need to quickly convert an audio file to MP3 quickly.
That’s where To MP3 Converter will come to your aid. Whether
you have a FLAC, OFF, WMA, AVI, or dozens of other formats, To
MP3 Converter will normalize them with ease without losing any
quality or precious metadata. You’ll need to upgrade to the
premium version if you want to batch convert or rip from a CD,
but for all those stray files hanging around your Mac, it’s a great
tool to keep around.

If you add the weather widget to the Today view in macOS’s
Notification Center, you’ll get the current temperature and a
rudimentary five-day forecast. But if you want a more robust look
at the weather—and leave the Notification Center alone—put
Weather Dock in your Dock. You’ll get to see the current
temperature and conditions at a glance, and when you click the
icon, a three-day detailed description appears. The $3 full
version removes the ads, pushes the forecast from three to seven
days, and lets you add more than one location, but unless you’re
a real weather enthusiast, the free version will be a great addition
to your Dock.

Kindle
Sometimes you just want to curl up with your Mac and read a
good book. With the Kindle app for Mac you can do just that.
Like iBooks, but for all of your Kindle books, comics, and Kindle
Unlimited subscriptions, you’ll be able to access all fo your
Amazon.com purchases right on your desktop. With a fullscreen mode, five font options, a dark theme, and adjustable
point sizes, brightness, and page widths, you can customize your
reading experience just the way you like it. There’s also a built-in
dictionary and easy annotating, and Amazon’s Whispersync tech

Spotify
Apple Music might come free with every new Mac, but unless
you subscribe for $10 a month, it’s kinda useless for listening to
anything other than your purchased music. That’s not the case
16
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with the Spotify app. Whether you’re a premium subscriber or a
free one, the Spotify app for the Mac is chock full of tunes to get
you through your workday. Just like the iPhone app, you can
listen to anything you want with two limitations: shuffle mode is
always on and visual and audio ads occasionally pop up.
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SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS
February 8 - Mark Bazrod - Long time MLMUG member,
presenter, and Newsletter Editor.

Grammarly
Spell-check on our iPhone is awesome, but it’s not so great on
our Mac. That’s where Grammarly comes in. Available as a Mac
app or a Safari extension, it adds a powerful spelling and
grammar engine to Gmail, Facebook, Twitter, or anywhere else
you type words. (It even works in our CMS, which is why this
blurb is free of errors.) Easy to use and basically restriction-free
for most people, Grammarly will be a lifesaver for anyone with
clumsy typing fingers—especially if you’re stuck using one of the
problematic MacBook keyboards.

March 14 - Fran Rabuck - Technology/Strategy Research
Analyst, Visionary Communicator and Futurist
April 11 - Dave Comeau - Long time MLMUG member and
entrepreneur.
May 9 - Ira Cooperman - Lecturer, intelligence analyst,
Air Force veteran, newspaperman, and teacher.
June 13 - Picnic - Valley Creek Park, Route 29, East
Whiteland
September 12- .TBA
October 10 - TBA
November 14 - Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - a leading expert
Apple products and software. Has written or cowritten more than 85 popular computer books. Known
for his trademark humorous style and unerring ability
to translate "techie" jargon into usable and fun advice
for regular folks.
December 12 - Pot Luck Buffet, Member's Show and
Tell, and Election of Officers for 2020 - An
opportunity to enjoy friends, and good food, A "Show
and Tell” session will allow members 5, 10, or 15
minutes to present a topic.
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Rob LeFebvre posted the following article to livewire.com on
December 10, 2019.bit.ly/2vanKKZ. © About.Inc. He is a
freelance writer and editor living in Anchorage, Alaska. He
contributes to numerous tech, gaming and iOS websites.
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3. Swipe left, right, up, or down to see a 360-degree view of your
chosen location. When you're finished looking around, tap
Done.

How to Use Apple Maps Street View
The Look Around feature lets you virtually explore

By Rob LeFebvre
Released with iOS 13, the Look Around feature for Apple Maps
will be familiar if you’ve ever used Google Street View. There are
two ways to use the Apple Maps street view feature: browsing
and searching. However you decide to find your destination, Look
Around will show it to you up close and personal.
Note: Apple’s version of the concept is limited right now to
Honolulu, Las Vegas, San Fransisco, and San Jose, with more
coming all the time.

How to Search in Apple Street View

Browsing With Look Around Street View

As always, you can search for a specific location in Apple Maps,
in any view, Satellite included.

If you swipe around on the map (in a supported location) using
the Transit or Map view modes (not Satellite), you’ll see a set of
binoculars appear in the upper right-hand corner of your screen,
just underneath the Info and Compass buttons.

1. Tap the Search for a place or address field and type in the
name of your chosen location. You can also tap any of the
categories in the Search Nearby section.
2. Apple Maps will take you to the place you searched for with a
map up top, a Directions icon below, and some photos below
that. Tap Look Around in the bottom left photo and you’ll get
the full screen version of Apple Maps Look Around.

1. Tap the Binoculars icon and a little inset will appear at the top
of your screen, with the map peeking out underneath.
2. You can tap the Expand icon in the upper left to make the
Apple Maps street view go full screen. Tap the same icon
again to collapse back to the smaller window.

3. You can swipe in all directions for an up close view of your
location, tap the Expand/Un-expand icon in the upper left to
do just that, and tap Done to get back to regular Maps.
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Fun Places to Check Out With Apple Maps Look
Around
Don’t feel like you have to stay close to home, either. Just like
Google Street View or Google Earth, you can look anywhere on
the globe (that Apple has images set up for, of course).
Want to see what’s happening in Honolulu? Take a gander at
Diamond Head from the residential streets around it. Check out
the Castro District in San Francisco, or The Strip in Las Vegas. As
Apple adds more places, you’ll get to virtually “visit” them all from
the comfort of your iPhone or iPad with Apple’s Look Around.
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Patrick Hearn posted the following article to lifewire.com on June
13, 2019. bit.ly/2tK6Kel. © About.Inc. He has been a freelance
technology writer for 6+ years. He has written for CBSi,
GameSpot, Xfinity, and many others.
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What We Don't Like
Requires a monthly subscription.
If you need to type out similar messages or turns of phrase on a
regular basis (or you find yourself using complicated, hard-tospell jargon) then a text expander can save a lot of time. Even if
you struggle to spell a few specific words, you can use
TextExpander to implement a keyboard shortcut. TextExpander
allows users to create custom shortcuts that expand into full
phrases or sentences.

The 7 Best Mac Productivity Apps of
2019
The best applications for getting more work done in less time

For example, if you need to type the word "silhouette" a lot but
struggle to spell it, you can create the shortcut "sl." Once you
type those two letters and press tab, the word fills in behind
them. Once you get the hang of your shortcuts, you can save
yourself a tremendous amount of time.
Download TextExpander

02 Best for Password Management: 1Password
What We Like
More secure than using the same password on multiple
accounts.
One-click access to different accounts.

By Patrick Shawn Hearn

What We Don't Like

Updated The right productivity apps can streamline your work
day and help you get more done in less time. When searching for
productivity, you want to find apps that have just enough bells
and whistles without overwhelming you with options. Here are
some of the top picks for the best Mac productivity apps.

Requires a monthly subscription.
Rather than struggle to remember dozens of individual
passwords, make use of a password manager like 1Password. It
gives you a single login for all accounts, but provides strong,
secure passwords on a remote server, meaning your credentials
are virtually impenetrable.

01 Best for Text Shortcuts: TextExpander
What We Like

You won't have to struggle to remember specific passwords, and
a password manager brings an extra level of security to your
accounts. 1Password offers a personal plan for $2.99 per month.

Works on a variety of devices.
Provides a free demo.
20
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Download 1Password
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04 Best for Eliminating Distractions: Focus

03 Best for To-do Lists: Todoist

What We Like
Works at the OS level so users can't easily disable it.
Allows custom time limits and website restrictions.
What We Don't Like

What We Like

The one-time fee is high.

Powerful functionality even at the free tier.

The Internet is a wonderful place to explore and learn, but there
are just as many distractions. When you're trying to meet a tight
deadline, it can be hard to stay focused when social media or
Reddit beckons. Focus is the solution to that problem, enabling
users to block certain websites for a specified amount of time. It
rests in your menu bar at the top of your screen, so a single click
is all you need to activate it.

Worthwhile benefits for those that purchase the premium version.
What We Don't Like
Collaborative functionality could use more work.
Todoist is one of the foremost task management apps available
today and allows users to enter upcoming tasks and set
reminders for daily, recurring tasks. It works across all iOS
platforms, and the automatic cloud syncing makes it easy to
enter a task from your laptop and cross it off from your phone
once you complete it.

Focus works even if you switch to Incognito mode or another
browser, so there are no ways around its functionality except to
restart your computer. Since that goes beyond the effort most
people want to put in for distractions, it's easy to stay focused.
Focus comes with a free trial, but a single license is $19.99.

Todoist offers a free tier with most of its powerful features,
including a browser extension and reminders. For a fee of $29
per year, users gain access to automatic reminders, backups,
and more.

Download Focus

Download Todoist
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05 Best for Keeping Your Screen Active:
Amphetamine

FEBRUARY 2020

06 Best for Cleaning Your Mac: CleanMyMac

What We Like
The app cleans Mac drives in a way few other applications do.
Provides transparency on what will be deleted and what won't.

What We Like
A wide range of features provides a deep level of control.

What We Don't Like

Great replacement for the no-longer-supported Caffeine.

The cost can be prohibitive.

What We Don't Like

CleanMyMac is a powerful tool that scans your Mac's drives and
identifies files you no longer need and gives you the ability to
delete them without harming your system. The tool is a great way
to speed up your computer so all of your applications run just a
little bit faster.

The app causes the battery to drain faster than normal.
Amphetamine is one of the best options for keeping the screen
on while you handle other tasks. The app is free and provides a
wide range of functionality, including specific triggers you can set
to keep the screen on. For example, if you're uploading a video
to Youtube, you can tell Amphetamine to run until the upload is
complete so you don't risk interrupting the process.

Before you run it, CleanMyMac tells you how many files its found
and how much space will be cleared out, providing you with the
chance to backtrack if you feel something is off about the
number. You can also clean out only certain partitions if you want
to leave other parts of your drive untouched. A single license of
CleanMyMac is a one-time fee of $39.95.

Download Amphetamine

Download CleanMyMac
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relegated to the extra menu pane Bartender adds. Bartender is
available for a one-time fee of $15.

07 Best for Managing Menu Bar: Bartender 3

Download Bartender 3

Marc Saltzman posted the following article in January, 2019 to
usatoday.com. bit.ly/37q7vYC. © USATODAY. He has reported in
Canada on the high-tech industry since 1996 as journalist, author,
lecturer, consultant, and radio and TV personality.

iPhone Owners, Here's 20 Tips To
Make You Fall More In Love With
Your Smartphone
By Marc Saltzman
Whether you unwrapped a shiny new iPhone over the holidays or
are a longtime fan of the device, chances are you’re not using the
smartphone to its full potential.

What We Like
Lets you customize the menu bar.
Great level of control over your display.

And for good reason: There are hundreds – nay, thousands – of
features packed into this pocket-sized device. That and several
new features are added at least annually when a new iOS
operating system update is available.

Low cost.
What We Don't Like
Bartender injects code into existing apps, which can create
security flaws.

Oh sure, you’ve probably tried Dark Mode and maybe played
around with Memoji stickers, but the following are a handful of
other (and seriously cool) things to try with your iPhone.

The menu bar at the top-left of any Mac computer is one of the
most useful features for quickly activating specific apps, but it
can get overwhelmed with options as time goes on. There are a
lot of icons you want to keep access to, but don't necessarily
want on the main part of the menu. That's where Bartender
comes in. Bartender allows you to rearrange menu bar icons and
hide those you don't use very often.

Be sure to have iPhone 6S or newer, running iOS 13, to give
these a go. And feel free to share your favorite iPhone tips and
tricks, too (my contact information is below).

Shake to undo
If you typed a long sentence and accidentally deleted it, you need
not type it all over again.

If you only use four or five icons on a regular basis, keep those
within easy reach. Any other icons are miscellaneous and can be
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Instead, shake your iPhone side to side to bring up the undo/redo
dialog box. Be sure to hold onto your phone tightly when you
shake.
Want to turn this feature off? Go to Settings> Accessibility>
Touch> Shake to Undo.

Amazing #tech trick! Test your TV remote’s batteries with your
#smartphone!
The naked eye can't see if remote works but turn on #iPhone/
#Android camera, point TV remote to lens and press a button.
You'll see if there's juice left.

Turn your ebook into an audiobook

T h a t ' s # Te c h Ti p O f T h e D a y ( # T T O T D ) n o . 1 9 1 👍
pic.twitter.com/BbzpQehIWf
— Marc Saltzman (@marc_saltzman) October 18, 2019

Want to have your books read to you? Enable a feature called
Speak Screen.
After you do so – by going to Settings> Accessibility> Spoken
Content> Speak Screen – you can swipe down from the top of the
screen page with two fingers and the onscreen text will be read to
you.
Now your ebooks are audiobooks you can listen to while
commuting. It works with articles in the Safari web browser, too.

Thwart Wi-Fi thieves
If you like to create a personal hotspot using your iPhone – so
you can securely browse the web on a laptop or tablet – rename
your iPhone to something that doesn’t tempt someone from trying
to join.
Perhaps name your network something like “Virus Alert” and
everyone will steer clear!
To do so, go to Settings> General> About>Name. Now change
the name of your iPhone. Of course, don’t share the hotspot
password, either, and make it tough to guess.

Send unknown callers to voicemail
Isn’t it the worst when you’re contacted by a telemarketer or
robocaller – especially during dinner?
You can make all unknown callers go directly to voicemail, thanks
to an update in iOS 13. Simply go to Settings> Phone> Silence
Unknown Callers, and make sure it’s toggled to on (green). If the
number isn’t in your Contacts, it will go right to voicemail.
Be aware, though, if you get a call from, say, a hospital or lottery
company, it won’t ring –when you may want to hear it ring – so
regularly review your recorded messages.

Play games with a PS4, Xbox controller
Many iPhone and iPad games support external controllers. And
you may already have one handy if you have a game console at
home.
You can now pair and use a Bluetooth-enabled controller such as
a PlayStation 4 game controller or an Xbox Wireless Controller
with Bluetooth connectivity with your device – another new iOS 13
feature.
Go to Settings> Bluetooth and let it scan for nearby devices. If
you are using a PS4 controller, hold down the PlayStation button
and Share button at the same time to put it into pairing mode. For
an Xbox controller, simultaneously press the Xbox button and
hold down the sync button, which is on top of the controller. Then
tap on the controller in My Devices in the iPhone's Bluetooth
menu.

TV remote testing
Television remote not working? Your iPhone can help you test
your TV remote’s batteries – even if you don’t have a battery
tester nearby.
The naked eye can’t see if remote works by looking at the little
light at the front of your remote, so launch your iPhone’s camera,
point the TV remote to the lens and press any button. If you see a
light at the end of your remote, you will know You’ll see if there’s
juice left.
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To make viewing easier, buy a small stand at your local dollar
store – or favorite online retailer – to prop up your iPhone on a
table while playing.

FEBRUARY 2020

To do so, simply tap the search window near top, where you’d
type in a website address (URL), but type in a keyword instead.
Now tap where it says “On this page” right below the search bar
to skip right to that word.

Turn an old iPhone into security camera

Speed up your typing

If you have a spare iPhone or old iPad or iPod touch, you can
plug it in at home and use it as a free surveillance camera.

Old habits die hard, but you don’t need to press the period (.) key
to end a sentence.
When typing an email or note on your iPhone, simply double-tap
spacebar and it will put a “.” at the end of your sentence and
capitalize the next word.
That way you don't have to go to swap from the letters
keyboard to the one with numbers and punctuation. Now you
have a typing timesaver!

Download the free Presence by People Power app to your old
device. Plug it into the wall for power and point the camera lens
wherever you like, such as a front door.
Now download and sign into the same app on your main iPhone.
Set up sound or motion alerts on your old device, so you’re
notified on your main iPhone in real time.

Quickly jump to top of screen

Share your ETA in Maps

It’s not new, but a surprising number of iPhone users aren’t aware
of this timesaving tip.

iPhone owners who use Maps can now share their estimated time
of arrival with friends and family – so that it automatically sends
them the ETA when you’re on your way to a destination.
In Maps, tap the small gray line just above your arrival time.
Then, hit Share ETA> Contacts. Using the feature should reduce
those “Where you at?” messages.

If you just scrolled down a long website, note or email, you don’t
need to scroll manually all the way back to the top.
Instead, just tap the very top of the iPhone’s screen and you’ll
jump to the beginning. The shortcut works with many third-party
apps, too.

Use AirPods to eavesdrop

Teach Siri to pronounce names

It’s the ultimate AirPods trick: Hear if your friends talk smack
about you.
Activate the “Live Listen” feature on your iPhone by going to
Settings> Control Center> Customized Controls> Hearing.
Leave your iPhone on the table at, say, at a restaurant, while
going to the bathroom with AirPods in, and you’ll be able to
eavesdrop!

Does Siri keep saying your friend Leah’s name as “Lee-ah” when
it’s pronounced “Lay-ah”?
To fix this, say “Hey Siri,” followed by “That’s not how you
pronounce [name].”
Now say your friend’s name. Siri will offer a few pronunciation
options. Select the correct one. Siri should be correct going
forward.

Quick access your emails in Drafts
You probably know you can start an email and save it as a draft to
finish or review later. But to quickly access your messages in the
Drafts folder – so you can continue working on it – open the Mail

How to search for a word on a webpage
It may not be immediately clear how to search for a word on a
webpage using Safari.
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app and press and hold on the Compose button (the icon of the
small pencil in the square).
After a second, it’ll automatically take you to your last saved
messages in Drafts.
Neat, huh? Otherwise, you need to open Mail, select the email
account, select Drafts and then find the message.

Similarly, you can create custom ringtones for different people, as
well as have the iPhone’s light flash a unique pattern to know
who’s calling.

Set up Siri Shortcuts

Set a one -minute timer on “All Apps & Categories.” Go to “Always
Allowed,” and add apps you don’t want locked and the rest will
need a passcode!

Lock individual apps
Apple doesn’t let you lock individual apps, but here’s an easy
workaround: Go to Settings> Screen Time> App Limits.

Take advantage of Siri Shortcuts by stringing several actions
together, and all triggered by saying just one phrase.
For example, if the police flag you down on the road, say “Hey
Siri, I’m getting pulled over.” This pauses your music, dims the
screen, starts recording video on the front-facing camera, and can
automatically send the clip to someone in your Contacts.
So easy to set up: Settings> Siri & Search> Shortcuts.

Is your iPhone too bright?: You ought to kick off 2020 in dark
mode
Did you make New Year’s resolutions?: These free tech apps can
help you attain your goals

Calculator tricks

Find your parked car

If you’re using the calculator but make a mistake by typing in the
wrong number, you don’t need to clear the screen and start all
over again (like the calculator you used in school)!

When you park in a huge parking lot, say at a shopping mall,
amusement park or concert, your iPhone can direct you back to
your parked car.
Before leaving your vehicle, make sure you have enabled
Location Services and Show Parked Location (Settings > Maps).
Your iPhone should also be paired with Bluetooth or CarPlay in
your car.
Now when you need to find your car, open Maps. Tap Parked Car
to find your way back to it.

Instead, just swipe your finger to the left or right of the numbers to
clear the last digit. You can keep doing this to remove the last
digit.
On a related note, simply turn the iPhone sideways, when in the
Calculator app, to access the scientific calculator.

Access the hidden trackpad

Know who’s calling

For easier texting, this is an oldie but a goodie.

iPhone users can know who’s calling just by the way the phone
vibrates.

If you need to change something you typed in a message, email
or note, press and hold on the spacebar and you’ll be able to drag
your thumb around to drop the cursor into the right spot – like a
computer mouse.

Select someone in the Contacts app, tap Edit> RingTone>
Vibration. Choose one or create your own.

Follow Marc on Twitter: @marc_saltzman. Email him or subscribe
to his Tech It Out podcast at marcsaltzman.com/.

This way, you can have a different vibration per person.
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Sam Costello posted the following article to lifewire.com in
August 20, 2019. bit.ly/3aCGnrl. © About.com. He is a consultant
and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and support
since the Mac Plus. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials,
and product reviews.
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What Is Blocked?
What types of communication are blocked depends on what
information you have for this person in your address book:
• If you have their phone number, they're blocked from calling
you, placing FaceTime calls, or sending you texts from the
phone number saved on your phone.

How to Block a Number on iPhone
Use the blocking features in iOS to limit who can call, text, or
FaceTime you

• If you have their email address, they're blocked from texting
you through iMessage or placing FaceTime calls using the
blocked email address.

By Sam Costello

How to Block Calls From Telemarketers and Others

Whatever you block, the setting only applies to people using the
built-in Phone, Messages, and FaceTime apps that come with
the iPhone. If you use apps from other vendors for calling or
texting, these settings won't block people from contacting you.
Many calling and texting apps offer their own blocking features,
so you may be able to block people in those apps with a little
research.

Blocking occurs within the Phone app:

What Do Blocked People See?

1. Open the Phone app and tap Recent.

The people you block have no idea you blocked them. That's
because when they call you, their call goes to voicemail. The
same with their texts; they won't see any indication that their text
didn't go through. To them, everything will seem normal. You can
still call or text them if you want, without changing your block
settings.

The iOS platform since iOS 7 has offered increasingly more
sophisticated options to block unwanted contacts from calling
you by phone or FaceTime or from sending you text messages.
The functionality is built into iOS itself instead of being
dependent on a specific app.

Tip: Instead of using the Recent tab, use the Contacts tab
of the Phone app; the procedure is the same.
2. Tap the I icon next to the number you wish to block to open
its detailed information screen.
3. Scroll to the bottom of the screen and tap Block This Caller.

While there's no way to know for sure, there are a few ways to
figure out if someone blocked you, so if the people you blocked
grow suspicious, they might be able to figure it out.

4. In the confirmation screen, either tap Block Contact to block
the number or tap Cancel if you change your mind.
Note: These steps also work to block calls and texts on
the iPod touch and iPad. It's also possible for calls coming
into your iPhone to show up on those devices. You can
disable calls on those devices without blocking calls.
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Apple posted the following article to apple.com. apple.co/
2GgBDcP. © Apple Inc.
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• For an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Apple Watch, you see your
device’s current location on the map, as well as any changes in
its location. If Location Services is turned off on the device, it’s
temporarily turned on to track your device’s location.

Use Lost Mode in Find My iPhone on
iCloud.com

• For a Mac, you can’t locate it or erase it if it’s not near a
previously used Wi-Fi network, and you can’t change the
passcode or unlock it remotely.

You can turn on Lost Mode to lock your iPhone, iPad, iPod
touch, Mac, or Apple Watch so that others can’t access your
personal information. If you have Family Sharing set up, you can
turn on Lost Mode for family members’ devices, too. See the
Apple Support article Family Sharing.

Turn on Lost Mode or lock a device
1. In Find My iPhone on iCloud.com, click All Devices, then
select the device you want to put into Lost Mode or lock.
If you don’t see All Devices, it’s because you’ve already
selected a device. Click the name of the current device in the
center of the toolbar to access the Devices list, then select a
new device.

Lost Mode requires a device that meets the minimum system
requirements listed in the Apple Support article System
requirements for iCloud.

2. Click Lost Mode or Lock.

What happens when you use Lost Mode or lock a
lost device?
• A confirmation email is sent to your Apple ID email address.
• You can display a custom message on your device’s screen.
For example, you may want to indicate that the device is lost or
how to contact you.
• Your device doesn’t display alerts or play a sound when you
receive messages or notifications, or if any alarms go off. Your
device can still receive phone calls and FaceTime calls.
• Apple Pay is disabled for your device. Any credit or debit cards
set up for Apple Pay, student ID cards, and Express Transit
cards are suspended for your device. Apple Pay and student ID
cards are suspended even if your device is offline. Express
Transit cards are suspended the next time your device goes
online. You can resume using suspended cards on your device
after you unlock it and sign in with your Apple ID. See the
Apple Support article Manage the cards that you use with
Apple Pay.

3. Follow the onscreen instructions, keeping the following in
mind:
• Passcode: If your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Apple Watch has
a passcode, it’s required to unlock the device. Otherwise,
you’re asked to create a passcode now. If you’re locking a
Mac, you must create a numerical passcode, even if you
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already have a password set up on your Mac. This passcode is
distinct from your password and is only used when you lock
your Mac with Find My iPhone.
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Turn off Lost Mode on an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch,
or Apple Watch
When you find your lost device, do either of the following to turn
off Lost Mode:

• Family Sharing: If you’re trying to place a family member’s
iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch in Lost Mode and the device
doesn’t have a passcode set, you must enter that person’s
Apple ID password on this computer. If you’re trying to lock a
family member’s Mac, you must enter that person’s Apple ID
password on this computer.

• Enter your passcode on the device.
• In Find My iPhone on iCloud.com, click All Devices, then select
the device that’s in Lost Mode. Click Lost Mode, click Stop
Lost Mode, then click Stop Lost Mode again.

• Contact information: If you’re asked to enter a phone number,
enter a number where you can be reached. If you’re asked to
enter a message, you may want to indicate that the device is
lost or how to contact you. The number and message appear
on the device’s Lock screen.

Note: If you had any cards suspended when you put your device
in Lost Mode (credit or debit cards for Apple Pay, or student ID
cards or Express Transit cards), when you turn off Lost Mode and
sign back in to iCloud, you can use them again.

Note: If you forget the passcode, or if you set an EFI
firmware password on your Mac before it was lost, then
lock it and later find it, you may need to take it to an
authorized repair center to unlock it.

1. In Find My iPhone on iCloud.com, click All Devices, then
select the Mac that’s locked.

Recover the passcode and unlock your Mac

If you don’t see All Devices, it’s because you’ve already
selected a device. Click the name of the current device in the
center of the toolbar to access the Devices list, then select a
new device.

Change your contact information on a lost device
After you mark your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Apple Watch as
lost, you can update your contact information.

2. Click Unlock, then follow the onscreen instructions to verify
your identity with your Apple ID password.

1. In Find My iPhone on iCloud.com, click All Devices, then click
the iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Apple Watch that’s in Lost
Mode in the Devices list.

3. Once you have your passcode, enter it on your Mac.
You can also use the Find My (or Find My iPhone) app on your
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Mac to turn on Lost Mode or lock
your missing device.

If you don’t see All Devices, it’s because you’ve already
selected a device. Click the name of the current device in the
center of the toolbar to access the Devices list, then select a
new device.

If you can’t use Lost Mode because Find My iPhone isn’t set up
on your lost device, see the Apple Support article If your iPhone,
iPad, or iPod touch is lost or stolen.

2. Click Lost Mode, change the information, then click Done.
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Brian X. Chen posted the following article to nytimes.com on
September 2, 2015. nyti.ms/36nNRv5. © The New York Times
Company. He is the lead consumer technology reporter at The
New York Times, and has been a technology commentator on a
number of radio and television programs.

Similarly, when you shop for a wireless phone plan today,
chances are that the carrier’s marketing contains the word
“simple.” But when you browse the numerous options and fees,
you’ll find they are anything but. Instead, we may be hitting peak
complexity with phone plans.

Choosing the Best Smartphone Plan
for You

“Never before has the pricing been so complicated with all the
carriers,” said Toni Toikka, whose research firm Alekstra analyzes
wireless bills and who recently created a giant spreadsheet of
phone plans. “This is the first time in carrier history that the
carriers have been able to build that kind of a maze that even I
get really confused.”

By Brian X. Chen

So we worked to boil down which plans are worth paying
attention to, especially as consumers may be shopping for new
phones and carrier plans after Apple unveils new iPhones on
Sept. 9. The main takeaway: In terms of price and network
quality, AT&T has the best deals right now for both individual
subscribers and families.
To see how we arrived at that conclusion, it’s worth
understanding how once relatively straightforward phone plans
became complicated ones with all manner of fees and choices.

Death of 2-Year Contract
The big change in wireless plans began with the departure from
the two-year contract, which was a standard plan several years
ago. Under the contract, people paid a one-time subsidized price
for a cellphone upfront, and then a monthly fee for a wireless
plan, including minutes, text messages and data. After two years,
you would be eligible to buy a new phone at a subsidized rate
and you would continue to pay the same monthly wireless fee,
whether you upgraded to a new phone or not.

THE American wireless industry is increasingly redefining the
word “simple” in the same way that the food industry rendered
the word “natural” absurd.

In 2013, T-Mobile said it would abandon the two-year contract to
make phone plans cheaper and more transparent, while
eliminating annoying charges like termination fees. T-Mobile
instead chose to break out the full cost of a phone from the cost

Consider that when you pick up “natural” pancake syrup from
the grocery store, chances are that one of the listed ingredients
will be “natural flavoring” — an oxymoron.
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of the data plan. AT&T, Verizon Wireless and Sprint soon followed
suit.
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“We’re finally seeing companies move away from these one-way,
unfair, nontransparent contracts,” Mike Sievert, the chief
operating officer of T-Mobile, said in an interview.

For someone who chooses the five-gigabyte plan on AT&T’s Next
18 installment plan, which spreads phone payments over two
years, the customer would pay $2,465 over two years ($27.09 a
month for the iPhone, a $15 activation fee, $25 a month for the
network access fee and $50 a month for the data plan).

The new plans are called contract-free or “equipment installment
plans,” which typically have four main costs: the price of the data
plan, the cost of the device spread over monthly installments, the
activation fee for each phone and the monthly cost for each
phone line (also called the network-access fee).

The difference in price comes from the monthly rates and
activation fees. The monthly rate for the installment plan is higher
than the monthly rate for the two-year contract, whereas the
activation fee is higher on the two-year contract than the
contract-free plan.

Prices vary by carrier, and over time, the fees can shift. Once you
finish paying off the cost of the phone, for example, that fee is
removed from your bill and you pay a lower monthly rate for your
phone bill. In some cases, you can choose to upgrade to a new
device when you’ve paid off the phone.

Some consumers also don’t hang on to their device long enough
to enjoy the monthly price drop that happens when they pay off
their device fee in a contract-free plan, which typically happens
two years into owning a device. That’s because they then
immediately upgrade to another device instead of taking
advantage of the data plan’s price decline.

For a flavor of the complexity of these plans, look at Verizon’s
three-gigabyte contract-free plan. It costs $45 a month for the
data. Each smartphone added to the plan is $20 a month. There
is an equipment payment plan to pay off the smartphone over
two years — the iPhone 6 costs $650, or $27 a month spread
over two years. Altogether, you pay at least $92 a month. After
paying off the device, you would subtract the $27 equipment
charge from your monthly bill.

“Do you know anyone who keeps their handsets for three
years?” Mr. Toikka asked, adding that it makes little sense for
consumers to pay off their phones in less than two years, since it
costs nothing extra to spread the payments out.
Then there are times when the contract-free plans are better
deals than the two-year contract. Take a family of four, each with
an iPhone 6, on a 15-gigabyte data plan and on a two-year
contract with AT&T, who would pay $7,240 over two years. On a
contract-free plan like AT&T’s Next 18, they would pay $6,501
over two years.

Contract-Free Plans
One aspect of contract-free plans that consumers should be
aware of: Some can actually cost more than a two-year contract
plan.

“Never before has the pricing been so complicated with all the
carriers,” said Toni Toikka, chief executive of the research firm
Alekstra, which analyzes wireless bills.

Take an individual AT&T customer who has an iPhone 6 with five
gigabytes of data on a two-year contract. Over the two years, the
customer would pay about $2,405 total ($200 upfront for the
iPhone, $50 a month for the data plan, a $45 activation fee and
$40 a month for the network access fee).

All of this is hardly intuitive. Glenn Lurie, AT&T Mobility’s chief
executive, suggested that the plans’ designs were driven by the
desire to give consumers options. “We obviously want to give our
customers choice, and it’s really, really important that we do
that.”
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But when I asked whether consumers might be confused, he
said, “We simplified significantly, so no.”
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There is also no one-size-fits-all phone plan, because it depends
on the quality of each carrier’s network in your area, how much
data you consume and the number of lines on the plan.

The Bottom Line

So consumers should study their phone bills to calculate the
average amount of data they used over the last year. They should
look up each carrier’s coverage maps online to see if the network
has strong coverage where they live or work. Then they should
work out the math and the cost over two years.

After comparing phone plans, Mr. Toikka determined that AT&T’s
current plans offer the best value for individuals and families —
though there are caveats.
T-Mobile and Sprint offer the lowest prices. But Mr. Toikka
recommended AT&T or Verizon because of their broader network
coverage and because they offer similar pricing to each other.
Where AT&T wins is with a benefit called rollover data, which lets
unused data from one month be rolled over into the next month,
giving consumers more value over time.

“Selecting a cellphone plan is the most complicated financial
transaction that a consumer will ever make,” Mr. Toikka said.

Press officers for Verizon, Sprint and T-Mobile cited their own
data points. Verizon says third-party metrics had shown its
network was faster and more reliable than AT&T’s, while Sprint
said of its network that “improvements are real and happening.”
T-Mobile says its network coverage has grown and its plans offer
more data, among other benefits.
Among AT&T’s plans, Mr. Toikka recommends that a family of
four pick AT&T’s Next 18 contract-free plan with 15 gigabytes of
data. For individuals, he suggests AT&T’s Next 18 contract-free
plan with five gigabytes of data. (AT&T’s two-year contract with
five gigabytes for an individual is barely cheaper, so it’s worth
paying a little extra to stay off contract, he said.)
He picked those based on pricing, the average amount of data
used by a consumer (roughly three gigabytes a month) and the
average smartphone upgrade cycle of two years. In other words,
those plans should have enough data for most people and also
allow for device upgrades every two years.
There are caveats. For one, carriers change their prices
frequently, and many of the prices are limited-time offers.
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Sam Costello posted the following article to lifewire.com in
January 02, 2020. bit.ly/36n11Zc. © About.com. He is a
consultant and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and
support since the Mac Plus. He has written hundreds of articles,
tutorials, and product reviews.

1.

Open the Phone app.

2.
3.
4.

Dial *3001#12345#*.
Tap the call button.
In iOS 6-10, this loads the
Field Test screen and you can
skip to step 7. On iOS 11 and
up, it loads the Main Menu.
Tap LTE.
Tap Serving Cell Meas and
look for the lines rsrp0 (your
current cell tower) and rsrp1
(the closest backup tower).
Tap the signal strength indicator in the top left corner.
The lower the number, the better the signal. So -90 is a
great signal, -110 is OK, and -125 is no signal at all. Walk
around to see how the signal strength changes and use
your phone when you've got a lower number.

The 15 Best iPhone Hacks & Tips for 2020
Make your iPhone work for you

By Sam Costello

5.
6.

The iPhone packs a ton of great features, but you can make it
even more powerful by unlocking the iPhone hacks and tricks
hiding in your smartphone. There are hundreds of these secret
features, but here are our picks for the 15 best iPhone hacks.

7.
8.

01 Charge Your Battery Faster
Want to charge your iPhone's battery as quickly as possible? Put
it in Airplane Mode first. Airplane Mode turns off many features of
the phone, including cellular and Wi-Fi networking, so there's
less for the battery to do and it charges faster. Just remember to
turn Airplane Mode off when you're done charging.
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To use Airplane Mode: Open Control Center (swipe down from
the top right on iPhone X and up, or up from the bottom on other
models) and tap the airplane icon.

This hack works on iPhones running iOS 6-10. On phones
running iOS 11, your phone needs to have an Intel modem in it.
Models that do are the iPhone 11 and 11 Pro, iPhone XS, iPhone
XR, iPhone X: (A1901), iPhone 8: (A1905), iPhone 8 Plus: (A1897),
iPhone 7: (A1778), and iPhone 7 Plus: (A1784).

02 Closing Apps Doesn't Save Battery Life

04 Make a Light Blink as a Notification

You may have heard that quitting apps helps your iPhone battery
last longer. No matter how many people say it, it's simply not
true. In fact, quitting apps can actually make your battery need a
recharge sooner! So, don't quit apps you're not using — just
leave them in the background.

Want to get notifications of new texts, incoming calls, or other
useful information without looking at your iPhone screen or
listening for sounds? With this hack, the camera flash on the
back of the phone blinks when you have a new notification. Just
follow these steps:

03 Find the Strongest Nearby Cellular Signal

1.
2.
3.

Talk about a hidden feature! Forget waving your phone in the air
and walking around to find the strongest cellular signal. Just use
this trick and you'll get a clear indication of signal strength:
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Tap Audio/Visual (skip this step on iOS 13 and up).
Tap LED Flash for Alerts (skip this step on iOS 13 and
up).
Move the slider to on/green. Also move the Flash on
Silent slider to on/green.

3.

07 Type Your Commands to Siri Instead of Speaking
Them
Siri is great, but you can't speak to Siri and get answers out loud
in every situation (and, for some people with disabilities,
speaking may not be an option). In those cases, you can use Siri
if you've got Type to Siri turned on. This trick lets you access Siri
and give it commands by typing. Here's what to do:

05 Take Photos With the Volume Button
Did you know that tapping the onscreen camera button isn't the
only way to take photos? There's actually a much easier way to
take photos quickly, without looking at or tapping the screen.
Once the Camera app is open, just click the volume up button
and your phone will snap a photo. This even works with
headphones that have inline remotes:, too.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This hack works on all iPhone models. Some models can take
photos with the volume down button, too.

06 Let Siri Help You Take Photos
Everyone knows they can ask Siri questions, but did you know
Siri can make taking photos faster? While it can't actually
capture the photo, Siri can open the Camera app to the setting
that you ask for, so you just need to tap the camera button (or
click the volume button). Here's what to do:
Activate Siri (hold down the Home or Side button,
depending on your model).

2.

Ask Siri to take a photo or video. Your options are:
1. "Hey Siri, take a photo" (you can also say "picture")
2. "Hey Siri, take a square photo"
3. "Hey Siri, take a panoramic photo"
4. "Hey Siri, take a video"
5. "Hey Siri, take a slow motion video"
6. "Hey Siri, take a tap-lapse video"
7. "Hey Siri, take a selfie."

When you've got the image you want, tap the camera or
volume button.

This hack works on all iPhone models. The selfie feature requires
iOS 10 and up.

This hack works on all iPhone models with a camera flash.

1.
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Tap Settings.
Tap General (skip this step on iOS 13 and up).
Tap Accessibility.
Tap Siri.
Move the Type to Siri slider to on/green.
Now, activate Siri and a keyboard appears to let you type
your command. You can also speak using the microphone
icon.

This hack works on all iPhone models running iOS 11 and up.

08 Use a Hidden Dark Mode
With the release of iOS 13, an official Dark Mode has been added
to the iPhone. Learn how to use it by reading How to Enable
Dark Mode on iPhone and iPad.
Dark modes are a popular feature for people who often use their
devices in the dark. With dark mode enabled, your bright iPhone
interface switches to dark colors that are easier on the eyes in
low-light situations (they're also helpful for people with color
blindness). While the iPhone doesn't offer a true dark mode, this
trick gets you petty close:
1.
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press an app icon. If the app supports this feature, a menu pops
out from the icon with a set of shortcuts. Tap the one you want
and you'll jump into the app and into that action.

Tap General.
Tap Accessibility.
Tap Display Accommodations.
Tap Invert Colors.
Pick either Smart Invert (which switches some onscreen
colors to Dark Mode) or Classic Invert (which switches all
colors).

This hack works on the iPhone 6S series, 7 series, 8 series, X,
XS, XR, and 11 series.

11 Make Far-Away Icons Easier to Reach
As iPhone screens get bigger, reaching icons in the far corner
opposite to your hand gets harder. Not if you know this trick. The
iOS includes a feature called Reachability that pulls the top icons
down towards the bottom of the screen to make them easier to
tap. Here's how:

You can toggle the dark mode on and off easily. Click the link in
the headline for this section for full instructions.
This hack works on all iPhone models running iOS 11 and up.

09 Add a Virtual Home Button to Your Screen

1.

If you have an iPhone X or newer, you might miss the old
hardware Home button. Even if you have another model, you
might want the options and functionality of adding a virtual Home
button to your screen. This is a great hack because it provides
fast access to features that otherwise require gestures or multiple
taps. To enable this virtual Home button:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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2.
3.
4.

Tap Settings.
Tap General (skip this step on iOS 13 and up).
Tap Accessibility.
Tap Touch (only do this on iOS 13 and up).
Tap AssistiveTouch.
Move the slider to On/green.

On iPhones with a Home button, gently double tap (but
don't click!) the Home button.
On the iPhone X and up, swipe down from the indicator
line at the bottom of the screen.
The contents of the screen will move down.
Tap the item that you want and the screen will go back to
normal. If you've changed your mind, just tap anywhere
else on the screen to cancel.

This hack works on the iPhone 6 series, 6S series, 7 series, 8
series, as well as the iPhone X, XS series, XR, and 11 series.

12 Replace Your Keyboard with a Trackpad
It's such a pain to move the little magnifying glass cursor around
the screen when you're trying to select a specific piece of text.
We've got a trick for you that makes placing the cursor in text
much simpler. It works by turning your keyboard into a trackpad,
like the mouse on a laptop. Here's what to do:

For more details about how to configure and use this button,
read the article linked to in the headline of this section.
This hack works on all iPhone models.

1.

10 Hidden Shortcuts For Your Favorite Apps
If you've got an iPhone with a 3D Touch screen or an iPhone 11
and up, there are shortcuts to common features of some of your
favorite apps hidden in the app icons. To access them, hard

2.
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The letters on the keys disappear. Drag your finger around
the keyboard like controlling a mouse on a trackpad.
Watch the cursor on the screen above and let go when the
cursor is where you want it to be.

2.
3.
4.

15 Measure Spaces Using Augmented Reality
You might know that your iPhone has a built-in Level that can
help you straighten pictures or shelves. But did you know that it
also has an app called Measure that uses Augmented Reality to
help you measure distances? Here's what you need to do:

13 Shake to Undo Typing
If you're typing a note, a text message, or some other text and
decide you want to erase what you've just written, you don't
need to use the delete button on the keyboard. If you have this
hack enabled, all you need to do is shake your iPhone to delete
your writing. Here's what to do:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tap Settings.
Tap Accessibility.
Tap Touch (on iOS 13 and up only).
In the Interaction section, tap Shake to Undo.
Move the slider to on/green.

5.

Tap the Measure app to open it.
Position your iPhone camera so that it's facing a flat
surface.
Tap the + icon to start measuring.
Move the iPhone so that the onscreen measure also
moves.
When you've measured the space, tap the + again to
show the measured distance.

The Measure app can do a lot more than this. Learn all about it
from Apple in the link in the headline of this section.

Then, whenever you've just typed something you want to get rid
of, shake your phone and tap Undo in the pop-up window.

This hack works on the iPhone SE and 6S series and higher,
running iOS 12 and up.

This hack works on all iPhone models.

14 Equalize Music Volume When One Touch
Ever notice that the music on your phone is recorded at different
volumes? Old songs are usually quieter, newer songs louder. This
can mean that you have to change the volume all the time. Well,
we've got a trick that makes all of your music play at the same
level. It's called Sound Check and it's built into the iOS. It checks
the volume on all of your music, finds an average, and then
applies that all of your music by default. Here's how to enable it:
1.

Tap Music.
Scroll down to Playback.
Move the Sound Check slider to on/green.

This hack works on all iPhone models.

This hack works on iPhone models with a 3D Touch screen
running iOS 9 and up, and on all other models running iOS 12.
On iOS 13, you can just drag the cursor anywhere on the screen;
no need to hard press the keyboard.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Tap Settings.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on December 9,
2019. bit.ly/2Rk2JX1. © OSX Daily.

1.

How to Use AirPods as Hearing Aids

2.

Did you know AirPods can be used as hearing aids of sorts?
Thanks to a handy and little-known accessibility feature called
“Live Listen”, you can use AirPods as hearing aids to boost the
audio volume of sounds around you.
Apple’s AirPods have become the best selling wireless
headphones worldwide in no time, they’re wildly popular and you
see them frequently throughout daily life (you can grab a pair
yourself on Amazon). You could take a walk down the street and
you’d probably spot several people wearing them to listen to
music, podcasts, talk on the phone, or interact with Siri. Their
convenience and integration in the Apple ecosystem is hard to
beat, as the seamless connectivity it brings to the table across
Apple devices is what makes these pair of earbuds extra special.
However, listening to music and audio is not the only thing
AirPods can do, and there are some other really interesting tricks
up their sleeve, and the Live Listen feature functioning as hearing
aids is just one of them.
If you wanted to try this feature out for yourself with your pair of
AirPods or AirPods Pro, you’ve come to the right place. In this
article, we’ll be discussing how to use your AirPods as hearing
aids using the Live Listen feature that’s built into your Apple
device. Without further ado, let’s take a look at the procedure.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
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Open Settings app, then scroll a little bit down and tap on
“Control Center”.
Now, tap on “Customize Controls” to go to the dedicate
menu that allows you to add and remove controls.
Scroll down a little and you’ll notice an option called
“Hearing” with the icon of an ear. Simply tap on the “+”
icon right next to it in order to add Live Listen to the
Control Center.
Go to the Control Center by swiping down from the topright edge of the screen if you’re using an iPhone X or
later. If you’re using anything older, just swipe up from the
bottom of the screen to access it. Now, you’ll notice the
Live Listen icon at the bottom as shown in the screenshot
below. Simply tap on the “ear” icon.
Make sure your AirPods are connected to your device and
tap on “Live Listen” to turn the functionality on.
Once Live Listen is on, you may feel like the ambient noise
is sort of amplified and it might throw you off at first,
especially if you’re in a loud environment as it boosts the
surrounding volume.
You can turn the Live Listen functionality off at any time by
simply tapping on “Live Listen” again through Control
Center on the iPhone or iPad.

That’s all there is to it, you can now feel like you have superhearing capabilities just by wearing AirPods or AirPods Pro.
This is pretty much an accessibility feature that utilizes your
devices microphone to listen to the environment and sends the
amplified sound to your AirPods. So, if a user has trouble hearing
people or certain things, simply place your iPhone next to
whatever it is that you may want to hear, in order to listen to the
boosted audio via your wireless earbuds from across the room.
With all of this being said, Apple has pointed out that AirPods are
in no way trying to replace hearing aids, and they have advised
users to consult a doctor if they have a serious difficulty when it

How to Use AirPods as Hearing Aids Using Live
Listen
The Live Listen feature in iOS is an option that can be turned on
and off right from the Control Center. However, this handy option
is not immediately available by default, and therefore it needs to
be added to the Control Center first. Simply follow the steps
below to add this feature to your AirPods synced iPhone or iPad:
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comes to hearing. So while this feature may be useful and have
many applications, don’t expect it to stand in for dedicated
hearing devices.
If you’re using this Live Listen feature on AirPods Pro, you’ll want
to be sure you already went through the AirPods Pro fit test to
ensure the best physical fit. AirPods Pro have other unique and
interesting features that standard AirPods don’t have, including
noise cancellation and transparency modes, while most standard
AirPods features exist on both the Pro and standard models, like
using Siri, adjusting music and audio, or this Live Listen feature.
Technically speaking, this feature has actually been around since
2014, which allowed the iPhone and iPad to act as remote
microphones for MFi-compatible hearing aids, but the feature
was made available for AirPods much more recently.
What do you think about Apple’s Live Listen accessibility
feature? Do you actually see yourself using this feature with a
purpose, or did you just want to try and hear what it sounded
like? Let us know your thoughts and opinions in the comments
section down below, and don’t forget to browse through other
AirPods articles too.
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app data to use in another health or fitness app, importing it to
elsewhere, or maybe you want to use the raw Health data for
your own purposes.
Exporting Health data from iPhone results in a zip archive that
contains the raw data as gathered by Health app in XML format.
This exported Health data will include any data stored or
gathered by the Health app and any associated devices,
including any Medical ID data, the native iPhone step counter
and distance tracker, any data from an Apple Watch, and any
data gathered from any third party devices that are syncing to
Health app, like a smart scale or blood pressure monitor. Read
no to learn how to export Health data from iPhone.

How to Export Health Data from
iPhone
1.
2.

Open the Health app on iPhone
Tap on your profile icon in the corner, it
looks like a human head silhouette

3.

Scroll down to the bottom of the Health profile and tap on
“Export Health Data”

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on May 20,
2019. bit.ly/2Ro5jLx. © OSX Daily.

How to Export Health Data from iPhone

The data contained within Health app on iPhone can be saved
and exported for other uses. Perhaps you want to export Health
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Lauren Stephen posted the following article to medium.com on
August 28, 2018. bit.ly/2TTu5F2. © Medium. He is a writer, editor,
college professor, and software developer based in Hamilton,
Canada.

Tap on “Export” to confirm that you want to export Health
data and start the exporting process, it may take a bit to
complete
Choose the method of how you want to save or share the
exported Health data: Messages, Mail, Notes, Files app,
or any other *
Optionally, extract the exported Health data from the
resulting “export.zip” file

13 Tips To Extend The Lifespan Of
Your Phone Battery
How to preserve a smartphone’s fastest-degrading component

As mentioned before, the exported Health app data arrives as a
zip file containing XML files. Thus if you want to dig around in the
Health data or just it for something else, you’ll probably want to
extract and unzip the archive and access the raw XML files for
your own purposes. Some third party health and fitness oriented
apps and services can import the Health data directly from the
zip archive, however.

By Lauren Stephen
It’s harder to replace your phone’s lithium ion battery than it is to
treat it right in the first place. Many smartphones don’t provide
easy user access to their batteries. That includes all iPhones and
many flagship Android phones from brands such as Samsung.
Official battery replacements can be expensive or inconvenient
(try getting an official battery replacement at an Apple Store this
year). There are also environmental concerns. Smartphones are,
frankly, an environmental disaster and extending the lifespan of
your phone battery helps mitigate that.

* Perhaps the simplest way to gain access to the raw Health app
data is either to message or email it to yourself, or to use “Save
to Files” and then access the data from iCloud Drive on a Mac,
iPhone, or iPad.
You can also delete Health data from iPhone if you don’t want
any of the stored health and fitness information to be stored on
the device.
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Here are some things you can do to preserve and extend the
lifespan of your phone battery. By battery lifespan I mean how
many years and months your battery will last before it needs to
be replaced. In contrast, battery life refers to how many hours or
days your phone will last on a single charge.
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degradation by slowing down those charge cycles. Reducing
screen brightness would be an example of this type of
suggestion. There are also suggestions to reduce stress and
strain to your battery, affecting its lifespan more directly. Avoiding
extremes of heat and cold would be an example of this second
type.

1. Understand how your phone battery degrades.

2. Avoid extremes of heat and cold.

With every charge cycle your phone battery degrades slightly. A
charge cycle is a full discharge and charge of the battery, from
0% to 100%. Partial charges count as a fraction of a cycle.
Charging your phone from 50% to 100%, for example, would be
half a charge cycle. Do that twice and it’s a full charge cycle.
Some phone owners use more than a full charge cycle a day,
others use less. It depends on how much you use your phone
and what you do with it.

If your phone gets very hot or cold it can strain the battery and
shorten its lifespan. Leaving it in your car would probably be the
worst culprit, if it’s hot and sunny outside or below freezing in
winter.

3. Avoid fast charging.
Charging your phone quickly stresses the battery. Unless you
really need it, avoid using fast charging.

Battery manufacturers say that after about 400 cycles a phone
battery’s capacity will degrade by 20%. It will only be able to
store 80% of the energy it did originally and will continue to
degrade with additional charge cycles. The reality, however, is
that phone batteries probably degrade faster than that. One
online site claims some phones reach that 20% degradation
point after only 100 charge cycles. And just to be clear, the
phone battery doesn’t stop degrading after 400 cycles. That 400
cycles / 20% figure is to give you an idea of the rate of decay.

In fact, the slower you charge your battery the better, so if you
don’t mind slow charging overnight, go for it. Charging your
phone from your computer as well as certain smart plugs can
limit the voltage going into your phone, slowing its charge rate.
Some external battery packs might slow the speed of charging,
but I’m not sure about that.

4. Avoid draining your phone battery all the way to
0% or charging it all the way to 100%.

If you can slow down those charge cycles — if you can extend
the everyday battery life of your phone — you can extend its
battery lifespan also. Basically, the less you drain and charge the
battery, the longer the battery will last. The problem is, you
bought your phone to use it. You have to balance saving battery
life and lifespan with utility, using your phone how and when you
want it. Some of my suggestions below may not work for you. On
the other hand, there may be things that you can implement fairly
easily that don’t cramp your style.

Older types of rechargeable batteries had ‘battery memory’. If
you didn’t charge them to full and discharge them to zero battery
they ‘remembered’ and reduced their useful range. It was better
for their lifespan if you always drained and charged the battery
completely.
Newer phone batteries work in a different way. It stresses the
battery to drain it completely or charge it completely. Phone
batteries are happiest if you keep them above 20% capacity and
below 90%. To be extremely precise, they’re happiest around
50% capacity

There are two general types of suggestions here. Suggestions to
make your phone more energy efficient, slowing battery
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Short charges are probably fine, by the way, so if you’re the sort
of person that finds yourself frequently topping up your phone for
quick charges, that’s fine for your battery.
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manually set it to the lowest visible level every time there’s a
change in ambient lighting levels.
Both Android and iOS give you options to turn down overall
screen brightness even if you’re also using auto-brightness.

Paying a lot of attention this one may be too much
micromanagement. But when I owned my first smartphone I
thought battery memory applied so I generally drained it low and
charged it to 100%. Now that I know more about how the battery
works, I usually plug it in before it gets below 20% and unplug it
before completely charged if I think of it.

7. Reduce the screen timeout (auto-lock)
If you leave your screen on without using it, it will automatically
turn off after a period of time, usually one or two minutes. You
can save energy by reducing the Screen Timeout time (called
Auto-Lock on iPhones). By default, I believe iPhones set their
Auto-Lock to 2 minutes, which might be more than you need.
You may be fine with 1 minute, or even 30 seconds. On the other
hand, if you reduce auto-lock or screen timeout you may find
your screen dimming too soon when you’re in the middle of
reading a news story or recipe, so that’s a call you’ll need to
make.

5. Charge your phone to 50% for long-term storage
The healthiest charge for a lithium ion battery seems to be about
50%. If you are going to store your phone for an extended
period, charge it to 50% before turning it off and storing it. This is
easier on the battery than charging it to 100% or letting it drain to
0% before storage.
The battery, by the way, continues to degrade and discharge if
the phone is turned off and not being used at all. This generation
of batteries was designed to be used. If you think of it, turn the
phone on every several months and top the battery up to 50%.

I use Tasker (an automation app) to change the screen timeout
on my Galaxy S7 depending on what app I’m using. My default is
a fairly short screen timeout of 35 seconds, but for apps where I
am likely to be looking at the screen without using it, such as
news and note-taking apps, I extend that timeout to over a
minute.

Extending battery life
The tips above address battery lifespan directly. Battery lifespan
is also affected by battery life, how long your phone lasts on a
single charge. Improving battery life extends the lifespan of the
battery by slowing down those charge cycles.

8. Choose a dark theme.
My phone, the Galaxy S7, has an OLED screen. To display black
it doesn’t block the backlight with a pixel like some iPhones and
many other types of LCD screens. Instead, it doesn’t display
anything at all. The pixels displaying black just don’t turn on. This
makes the contrast between black and colour very sharp and
beautiful. It also means that displaying black on the screen uses
no energy, and darker colours use less energy than bright colours
like white. Choosing a dark theme for your phone, if it has an
OLED or AMOLED screen, can save energy. If your screen does
not have an OLED screen — and this includes all iPhones before
the iPhone X — a dark theme won’t make a difference .

6. Turn down the screen brightness.
A smartphone’s screen is the component that typically uses the
most battery. Turning down the screen brightness will save
energy. Using Auto Brightness probably saves battery for most
people by automatically reducing screen brightness when there’s
less light, although it does involve more work for the light sensor.
The thing that would truly save the most battery in this area
would be to manage it manually and fairly obsessively. That is,
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I found a dark theme I like in the Samsung store, and there are
some excellent free icon pack apps for Android out there that
focus on darker-themed icons. I use Cygnus Dark, Mellow Dark,
Moonrise Icon Pack, and Moonshine. I use the Nova Launcher
App to customize the appearance of app icons and often remove
the name of the app if it’s clear enough from the icon what it is.
That removes white space off of the screen, and I also think it
looks nice and is less distracting.
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phone considers it a system app. In that case, you can disable it
in Settings if you wish.

10. Look for other apps that waste battery.
Look through your battery settings for other apps that use a
disproportionate amount of energy and delete, disable, or restrict
permissions where possible. For apps you want to keep using,
you can restrict permissions you don’t need. There are also ‘light’
versions of some popular apps that generally take up less space,
use less data, and may use less power. Facebook Messenger
Light is one example.

Some people find a darker theme is easier on the eyes in terms
of preventing eye strain, and less light overall may mean less
blue light, which can affect sleep patterns.

In general, though, the apps that use the most battery will be the
apps you use the most, so deleting or reducing use may not be
that practical for you.

Many apps include a dark theme in their settings. For example, I
have Google Books set to a dark theme, where the virtual ‘page’
is black instead of white and the letters are white. Most of the
pixels display black (are turned off) and use no energy.

11. Learn how to turn on your phone’s energy saving
/ low-power modes.

I’m less familiar with customization and dark themes for iPhones.
My understanding is that iPhones are somewhat harder to
personalize. So far, though, only the iPhone X series have OLED
screens so they are the only iPhones that would see energy
savings from a dark theme.

Your phone has one or more energy saving modes. These limit
the performance of the CPU (and other features). Consider using
them. You will get lower performance but better battery life. You
might not mind the trade-off.

12. Buy the premium version of ad-supported apps
you use frequently

9. Delete Facebook.
…or restrict its permissions and reduce its use. Facebook is a
notorious resource hog, both on Android and iPhone. If you really
want to use Facebook, go into settings and restrict its
permissions such as video autoplay, access to your location, and
notifications. Do you really want Facebook tracking your
location? Autoplaying videos in Facebook (they play
automatically, whether you select them or not) uses energy and
data, and can be annoying and intrusive in some cases. There
might be relevant settings both in the app itself and within your
phone settings.

Many apps exist as both free and paid versions, and the
difference is often that the free version is supported with ads.
Displaying ads uses slightly more data and slightly more energy.
Purchasing an app you use frequently rather than using the free
ad-supported version may pay off in the long run by reducing
data and battery usage. You also free up screen space by getting
rid of distracting ads, usually gain more features, and support
app developers.

13. Manage radios

If Facebook came pre-installed on your phone (as it did on mine),
it may not be possible to delete it completely because your

You can turn off radios you rarely use until you need them. If you
never use NFC there’s no reason to keep it on. On the other
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hand, radios like GPS, Bluetooth, and NFC don’t really use a lot
of energy in standby mode but only if they’re actually operating.
Energy savings from micromanaging radios will probably be
limited.
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I use AccuBattery which tracks battery health and other stats, as
well as giving you a notification when your phone charges to a
certain point so you may unplug it. So far, AccuBattery seems to
be confirming my understanding of battery degradation.
AccuBattery recommends charging to 80%. Some sources I
have read suggest the healthy range extends to 90% and that is
often a target I aim for as a good compromise between
preserving battery in the long term and not running out of battery
in the short term.

On thing to think about in terms of radios is that the weaker your
cell or WiFi signal, the more power your phone needs to access
that signal. To access cellular data or WiFi your phone needs
both to receive and send information. If you’re not receiving a
strong signal it means your phone needs to boost its own signal
to reach that distant cell tower or WiFi router, using more energy.

At the end of the day, the big question is how much is it worth
paying attention to all this battery efficiency stuff. Are the battery
savings worth the effort?

If your bedroom has a strong cell signal but a weak WiFi signal, it
may save you energy to use cellular data instead of WiFi.
Similarly, if you have a strong WiFi signal but weak cell signal, it’s
better to stick to WiFi.
If you’re out of range of cell service and WiFi, turn airplane mode
on. Smartphones are always on the lookout for cell and WiFi
signals if they don’t have them. If no signal is available, your
phone will constantly be looking for one.

Push vs. Fetch
Many online sources say changing your email from push to fetch
will save battery. Push means your device is always listening for
new email, and these get pushed through immediately. Fetch
means your device checks for new messages at a given interval,
every 15 minutes for example. The most energy efficient thing to
do would be to fetch manually, that is your device only checks
for mail when you manually open your email app.
There is debate about whether fetch does indeed save energy. It
probably depends on volume of email and patterns of email
usage. I use push. It is efficient enough for me.

Final Thoughts
Current versions of iOS will show you your battery health. There
is no such feature in Android, but there are third-party apps that
will perform this function.
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The following article was posted on July 20, 2018 to eff.org bit.ly/
2NX6b7M. Electronic Frontier Foundation under the Creative
Commons Attribution License.

weeks, months, or even years before that file is overwritten. Until
this happens, that “deleted” file is still on your disk; it’s just
invisible to normal operations. And with a little work and the right
tools (such as “undelete” software or forensic methods), that
“deleted” file can be retrieved.

How to: Delete Your Data Securely
on macOS

So, what’s the best way to delete a file forever? Ensure it gets
overwritten immediately. This makes it difficult to retrieve what

Note: Modern versions of macOS will prompt you to use FileVault
2 to encrypt
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used to be written there. Your operating system
probably
already has software that can do this for you—software that can
overwrite all of the “empty” space on your disk with gibberish
and thereby protect the confidentiality of deleted data.

your entire drive. We highly recommend you take

this step to protect your data . If you encrypt your entire drive,
you don’t have to worry much about doing secure deletion since

Secure Deletion on macOS

the master encryption key
is protected with a password
that you control, and that you can change or erase to make data
on the drive irretrievable. More information is available on
encrypting with FileVault 2.

On OS X 10.4 to 10.10, you can securely delete files by moving
them to the Trash and then selecting Finder > Secure Empty
Trash.

The instructions below should only be used for securely
deleting data from spinning drives. These instructions apply
only to traditional disk drives, and not to Solid State Drives
(SSDs), which are standard in modern computers, USB keys/
USB thumb drives, or SD cards/flash memory cards. Secure
deletion on SSDs, USB flash drives, and SD cards is very
hard! This is because these types of drives use a technique

The Secure Empty Trash feature was removed in OS X 10.11
because Apple felt that it could not guarantee secure deletion on
the fast flash (SSD) drives that most of its modern models now
use.
If you use a traditional hard drive with OS X 10.11, and are
comfortable with the command line, you can use the Mac's srm
command to overwrite the file. Fuller instructions (in English) are
available here.

called wear leveling
and do not provide low-level access to
the bits as stored on the drive. (You can read more about why
this causes problems for secure deletion here.) If you’re
using an SSD or a USB flash drive, you can jump to the
section below.

srm was removed in OS X 10.12, but it is still possible to install.
In the latest versions of macOS, you can use rm -P to overwrite
the file. This command overwrites the file contents several times.

Did you know that when you move a file on your computer into
your computer's trash folder and empty the trash, the file is not
completely erased? Computers normally don't “delete” files;
when you move a file to the trash, your computer just makes the
file invisible and allows the space it took up to be overwritten by
something else sometime in the future. Therefore, it may be

A Warning About the Limitations of Secure Deletion
Tools
Remember that the advice above only deletes files on the disk of
the computer you’re using. None of the tools above will delete
backups that were made to somewhere else on your computer,
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another disk or USB drive, a “Time Machine,” on an email server,
in the cloud, or sent to your contacts. In order to securely delete
a file, you must delete every copy of that file, everywhere it was
stored or sent. Additionally, once a file is stored in the cloud (e.g.
via Dropbox or some other file-sharing service) there’s usually no
way to guarantee that it will be deleted forever.
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impossible. Overwriting the entire disk and installing a fresh
operating system is the only way to be 100% certain that records
of a file have been erased.

Secure Deletion When Discarding Old Hardware
If you want to throw a piece of hardware away or sell it on eBay,
you'll want to make sure no one can retrieve your data from it.
Studies have repeatedly found that computer owners usually fail
to do this―hard drives are often resold chock-full of highly
sensitive information. So, before selling or recycling a computer,
be sure to overwrite its storage media with gibberish first. And
even if you're not getting rid of it right away, if you have a
computer that has reached the end of its life and is no longer in
use, it's also safer to wipe the hard drive before stashing the
machine in a corner or a closet. Darik's Boot and Nuke is a tool
designed for this purpose, and there are a variety of tutorials on
how to use it across the web (including here).

Unfortunately, there’s also another limitation to secure deletion
tools. Even if you follow the advice above and you’ve deleted all
copies of a file, there is a chance that certain traces of deleted
files may persist on your computer, not because the files
themselves haven't been properly deleted, but because some
part of the operating system or some other program keeps a
deliberate record of them.
There are many ways in which this could occur, but two
examples should suffice to convey the possibility. On Windows
or macOS, Microsoft Office may retain a reference to the name of
a file in the “Recent Documents” menu, even if the file has been
deleted (Office might sometimes even keep temporary files
containing the contents of the file). LibreOffice may keep as
many records as Microsoft Office, and a user's shell history file
may contain commands that include the file's name, even though
the file has been securely deleted. In practice, there may be
dozens of programs that behave like this.

Some full-disk encryption

software has the ability to destroy

the master key , rendering a hard drive's encrypted contents
permanently incomprehensible. Since the key is a tiny amount of
data and can be destroyed almost instantaneously, this
represents a much faster alternative to overwriting with software
like Darik's Boot and Nuke, which can be quite time-consuming
for larger drives. However, this option is only feasible if the hard
drive was always encrypted. If you weren't using full-disk
encryption ahead of time, you'll need to overwrite the whole drive
before getting rid of it.

It's hard to know how to respond to this problem. It is safe to
assume that even if a file has been securely deleted, its name will
probably continue to exist for some time on your computer.
Overwriting the entire disk is the only way to be 100% sure the
name is gone. Some of you may be wondering, “Could I search
the raw data on the disk to see if there are any copies of the data
anywhere?” The answer is yes and no. Searching the disk will tell
you if the data is present in plaintext, but it won't tell you if some
program has compressed or otherwise coded references to it.
Also, be careful that the search itself does not leave a record! The
probability that the file's contents may persist is lower, but not

Discarding CD- or DVD-ROMs
When it comes to CD- or DVD-ROMs, you should do the same
thing you do with paper―shred them. There are inexpensive
shredders that will chew them up. Never just toss a CD- or DVDROM in the garbage unless you're absolutely sure there's nothing
sensitive on it.
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electronics of the disk, so the operating system doesn’t even
realize it’s happened. This means, however, that even if you try to
overwrite a file, there’s no guarantee the drive will actually
overwrite it, and that’s why secure deletion with SSDs is so much
harder.

Secure Deletion on Solid-state Disks (SSDs), USB
Flash Drives, and SD Cards
Unfortunately, due to the way SSDs, USB flash drives, and SD
cards work, it is difficult, if not impossible, to securely delete both
individual files and free space. As a result, your best bet in terms
of protection is to use encryption. That way, even if the file is still
on the disk, it will at least look like gibberish to anyone who gets
ahold of it and can’t force you to decrypt
it. At this point in
time, we cannot provide a good general procedure that will
definitely remove your data from an SSD. If you want to know
why it’s so hard to delete data, read on.
As we mentioned above, SSDs and USB flash drives use a
technique called wear leveling. At a high level, wear leveling
works as follows. The space on every disk is divided into blocks,
kind of like the pages in a book. When a file is written to disk, it’s
assigned to a certain block or set of blocks (pages). If you
wanted to overwrite the file, then all you would have to do is tell
the disk to overwrite those blocks. But in SSDs and USB drives,
erasing and re-writing the same block can wear it out. Each
block can only be erased and rewritten a limited number of times
before that block just won’t work anymore (the same way if you
keep writing and erasing with a pencil and paper, eventually the
paper might rip and be useless). To counteract this, SSDs and
USB drives will try to make sure that the amount of times each
block has been erased and rewritten is about the same, so that
the drive will last as long as possible (thus the term wear
leveling).
As a side effect, sometimes instead of erasing and writing the
block a file was originally stored on, the drive will instead leave
that block alone, mark it as invalid, and just write the modified file
to a different block. This is kind of like leaving the page in the
book unchanged, writing the modified file on a different page,
and then just updating the book’s table of contents to point to
the new page. All of this occurs at a very low level in the
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search at the delivery point by entering every grid cell on a map
of the property until the door is located. With many companies
expected to compete for home delivery and establish their own
systems, mapping in advance is not cost-effective. Physical
search through every part of the space by the robot is too slow.

AI and Humans
Servants Entrance

The team’s proposed solution is complex, involving several
different AI methods used in coordination to solve all the issues
involved. The first step is to create an AI semantic map (a wordbased map) of the space, labeling each feature that is identifiable
from a satellite image with a name and whether it is traversable
by the robot (e.g., grass, driveway). The team used Bing Maps
satellite images of a few neighborhoods for its training and test
data.

By Kathy Garges
Demand for home delivery has skyrocketed and is expected to
continue increasing. Greater concentration of people in urban
areas, internet retail, and lifestyle changes have all contributed to
the increase.
Using artificial intelligence for delivery is in the beginning stages
of commercialization. For instance, the University of Wisconsin
has just launched autonomous robot delivery for its student
dining services. After a misguided attempt to ban autonomous
delivery robots in 2017, San Francisco will now allow them, but
with heavy regulation and oversight. Meanwhile, the state of
California has in motion a plan to allow deliveries by self-driving
cars, with no humans aboard. Drones are another AI delivery
option.

Then, the robot converts the semantic map to a colorized visual
image map to identify which cells in a grid map of the space are
likely to be closer to the front door. This map is created by a
generative adversarial network (GAN), a form of machine learning
(neural network) AI. An adversarial network sets two AIs or two
parts of the same AI or robot to compete with each other to
generate better results. (See the August 2018 column for more
on adversarial networks.)
The robot then determines the features most likely to lead from
the robot’s entry position on the property to the front door. The
decision by the delivery robot based on this second map is
expressed as “cost-to-go,” the likely path that costs the least in
distance. The team calls this planning program Deep Cost-to-Go
(DC2G).

These initiatives share a common issue, getting to your actual
front door, known as the last-mile problem. For autonomous AI
robot home delivery today, you may have to throw on your
bathrobe and snow boots to race out to the end of your driveway
to receive your overnight purchase package or your hot pizza.
A few weeks ago, a team of engineers from MIT and the Ford
Motor Company won the Best Paper for Cognitive Robots award
at the International Conference on Intelligent Robots and
Systems for its proof of concept to solve the front door problem
for robot delivery. The report illustrate important trends in AI
development.

The training, tests and proposal study deliberately obscure parts
of the space to mimic the limited visual information the robot will
obtain from its onboard camera. The robot identifies which
frontier cell, the most distant one it has already observed, is most
likely to be closest to the front door and plans a path to that cell.
It proceeds grid cell by grid cell towards that goal, updating its
assessment and plan with each step.

Identifying a front door is difficult for a robot. The current
solutions are to map the route ahead of time or to have the robot
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The robot’s training does not take long (one hour in this proposal
study). Training on the semantic map is both faster and more
reliable than training by using real-world camera images. In this
study, the training worked better when the images used were in
the same neighborhood as the expected deliveries.
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Expense of developing a complex autonomous robot is also a
factor. Expense has to be assessed against possible competition
from other AI and non-AI delivery systems in a wide variety of
locations. What about front doors located on porches reached by
a couple of steps, for example? Fair-weather assumptions and
environmental costs are also big uncertainties. The wining team
could find that adding a snow shovel to the front of the delivery
robot so it can clear the walkway to your front door is the key to
a cost-effective system.

One advantage with this proposed system is that the robot will
always eventually arrive at the front door if there is a traversable
route it can reach, but can abandon the delivery if it determines
there is not one. The system also coordinates with an AI obstacle
avoidance program for objects in its path that are static (like
toddler toys) or moving (like squirrels).
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This description is just an outline of the complex proposal and
proof of concept study, but it shows the complexity involved in
today’s innovative Ai development. To summarize, the system
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cost-to-go context analysis, planning for frontier exploration,
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Like many complex AI programs in development, this one has
had limited testing in a proof of concept mode, essentially a twodimensional world computer program that simulates a threedimensional AI hardware and software robot in a threedimensional world. This seems especially unusual as MIT is
known for its engineering approach that favors rapid physical
prototyping of inventions. The situation illustrates just how
complex AI problems have become, requiring preliminary
planning and testing in, ironically, computer simulations.
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